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Overview 
Most Australians live and work in cities. They are essential to 
generating growth and to creating and distributing opportunities. 
Cities are shaped by where people live, where they work, and 
how they get around. When these three things are in tune with the 
structure of the economy, cities operate efficiently and 
productively, and drive growth and innovation.  
This report examines housing, income and travel data in 
Australia‟s four largest cities and reveals strains in the triangle of 
work, home and transport that could threaten national prosperity.  
Addressing these issues will provide a significant boost to national 
productivity, because as the economy becomes more knowledge 
intensive, deep labour markets and good links between firms 
become more important.  
Firms engaged in high-knowledge activities benefit from 
connections that enable them to collaborate and learn from one 
another. They locate in places with deep labour markets to ensure 
that they can attract the talent and skill they need.  
This report reveals, however, that labour markets are shallow in 
significant parts of Australia‟s biggest cities. In many suburbs – 
particularly outer suburbs – residents can reach fewer than 10 per 
cent of all metropolitan jobs with a reasonable commuting time.  
Increasingly, employees with high-level qualifications and high 
incomes live close to the heart of our cities. Meanwhile, workers 
with trade skills or low skills, and people on lower incomes, tend 
to live further from the centre. Rising house prices have 
exacerbated this divide. If this polarisation continues, then many 
people risk being locked out of the parts of the city that offer the 
richest access to jobs.  
How can government's respond? Governments are frequently 
called upon to create jobs in outer suburban areas by offering 
incentives to business to relocate or by building new employment 
clusters from scratch. Yet there is little evidence that such policies 
work. A better option is to move people closer to jobs. This can be 
done in two ways. First, the supply and diversity of dwellings in 
existing suburbs can be increased. Previous Grattan research has 
shown that people want more housing choice. It can be created if 
the disincentives developers face are addressed, if suburbs are 
not locked down by restrictive zoning and planning rules and if 
residents are engaged up front in decisions affecting their 
neighbourhoods.  
Second, the transport system‟s capacity to connect people and 
jobs can and must be improved. That means better road systems 
and better public transport. Facing up to the challenges of road 
use pricing would go a long way to ensuring that space on city 
roads goes to the most important and most productive uses, and 
could raise revenue to help increase public transport capacity.  
The shape of our cities is above all an economic issue. Giving 
knowledge-intensive firms access to more workers would make 
them more productive. It would also give workers more 
opportunities to find rewarding jobs. Better functioning cities would 
unleash higher productivity, and provide everyone with more 
opportunities. In this case, what is good for the economy is also 
good for the fair go.  
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Glossary 
Clusters are groups of inter-related businesses located close 
together. They are predominantly made up of firms that export 
goods or services beyond the city in which they are based.  
Deep labour pools offer employers a large number of potential 
workers with a wide variety of skills and experience. A deep labour 
pool is the labour supply side of a deep labour market.  
Human capital refers to the skills and knowledge obtained by an 
individual through education and on-the-job learning. Increasing 
human capital increases productivity. 
Innovation is the process through which new methods, ideas, 
technologies and products are created and incorporated into the 
production process.  
Job matching is the process by which jobs and employees match 
to each other. Improved job matching increases productivity by 
optimising the fit between the skills required for a particular position 
and the worker who fills it. Improved job matching also encourages 
further skills development and increases human capital. Better job 
matches occur in deeper labour markets.  
Knowledge-intensive activities require significant expertise and 
intellectual effort. They are problem-solving activities, usually 
specific to particular situations and circumstances (that is, they are 
not routine). The concept of knowledge-intensive activities is 
related to but different from a range of other terms such as 
„innovative‟, „creative economy‟, „high-skill‟, „high value adding‟ and 
„human capital intensive‟.  
Knowledge spillovers are transfers of knowledge between 
individuals and between firms. They may occur as firms trade, as 
employees move between organisations or through informal links. 
Labour market participation refers to all people who are currently 
employed or who are actively seeking work. 
Productive knowledge is knowledge that is used as part of the 
production process and that increases the productivity of both 
individuals and firms. Also known as „applied knowledge‟. 
Productivity is a measure of how efficiently goods and services 
are produced. For example, labour productivity is the value of an 
employee‟s output for each hour worked. 
Spatial polarisation occurs when economic and social forces 
cause different demographic groups to separate into different 
areas of a city.  
Specialisation For individuals, specialisation means developing 
expertise in a narrow field rather than broad general skills.  
Deep labour markets (thick labour markets in economics 
literature) contain a large number of both employers and potential 
employees. They also have a wide array of different types of jobs 
and a diverse mix of skills, and so help employers to find the 
employee that best matches a role (see job matching)
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1. Introduction
We will neglect our cities to our peril, for in neglecting them we 
neglect the nation. John F. Kennedy 
When President Kennedy made this statement in an address to 
Congress in 1962, he was acknowledging a new era. In “a few 
short decades”, he said, America had “passed from a rural to an 
urban way of life”. 1  
Australia has been a primarily urban nation for much longer than 
the United States, yet often we do not seem to recognise this 
reality. Even with the large contribution of mining and agriculture to 
national wealth, 80 per cent of economic activity takes place in 
Australia‟s major cities.2  
Cities are also the places where most Australians live and work. 
They provide a wide range of job opportunities, which, as well as 
increasing the chance of a good match between employer and 
employee, spreads and reduces the risk to individuals: if they lose 
one job, there are more opportunities to find another.  
Adapting to changing economic circumstances, Australia‟s largest 
cities have evolved from compact colonial cities where jobs and 
houses were close together and most people walked to work, to 
cities that spread outwards into suburbs. This transition was made 
easier by changing transport technologies: first trams and trains, 
then buses and cars. The transition further separated the worlds of 
                                            
1
 Kennedy (1962) 
2
 Major Cities Unit (2011) p.57 Major cities in this context includes 18 cities with 
populations of more than 100,000 people.  
work and home, an arrangement that was well suited to a 20th 
century economy driven largely by manufacturing, when industry 
could often be a dirty and noisy neighbour.  
Initially this led to the „hollowing out‟ of inner cities as both 
residents and jobs moved to the suburbs. In the decades after 
1980 however, the trend began to turn around, as services began 
to replace manufacturing as the main source of new jobs. 
Combined with factors such as traffic congestion and rising fuel 
prices, this helped to prompt a resurgence of CBDs and inner 
suburbs as places to live and work. 
There is a close relationship between the structure of the economy, 
the nature of transport systems and the shape of cities. For the 
economy to function efficiently, these three things need to be in 
tune. In the 20th century, the outward spread of residential 
neighbourhoods was compatible with the dispersion of 
manufacturing into suburban locations, since the rise of the car 
increased mobility and efficiently connected workers and jobs. 
In the 21st century, however, the established structure of our cities 
and their transport systems is less well suited to the needs of the 
economy. This is not just a shift from manufacturing to services. 
More significant is a rising level of knowledge-intensive activity in 
all sectors of the economy, which increases the importance of 
efficiently connecting firms, jobs and residents. 
The more knowledge intensive the economy, the greater the 
premium on skills and on a constant process of learning, adapting 
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and innovating. While knowledge-intensive activity makes up a 
relatively small proportion of overall output and jobs, it generates 
growth and expands exports. It is crucial to national prosperity.  
Since the vast majority of knowledge-intensive economic activity 
takes place in Australia‟s cities, the productivity of our economy, 
and its capacity to generate and distribute opportunities to all, 
depends on how well our cities link workers with employers and 
businesses with one another. Improving these linkages has the 
potential to increase productivity and national prosperity, and make 
Australia a more attractive destination for global talent and leading 
international firms. Understanding this casts the debate about 
productivity growth in a new light, giving it a spatial dimension that 
has previously been absent. 
About this report 
Chapter 2 looks at how the Australian economy is changing, and 
Chapter 3 looks at who lives where in the four largest Australian 
cities. Chapter 4 considers the consequences of these residential 
patterns, while Chapter 5 considers what could make our cities 
function more effectively in a 21st century economy. We have also 
produced a set of supplementary maps, which detail who lives 
where in each of Australia‟s largest cities: Sydney, Melbourne, 
Brisbane and Perth. These maps are available on the Grattan 
Institute website.3 
 
 
                                            
3
 http://grattan.edu.au/ 
What this report is not about 
The report is not about social inequality at a national level, nor is it 
about social cohesion, nor the role of education in increasing 
opportunity. These three subjects are vital, but not the focus here. 
The report is also not a value judgment about the direction of 
global economic forces. 
This report is only a start in understanding productivity in our cities. 
But the future prosperity of advanced economies will depend on 
learning much more about how cities can enable a productive 
economy that provides opportunities for all. (See Appendix 1: 
Questions for further research.) 
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2. Australia’s changing economy
This chapter considers two significant trends in the Australian 
economy that are particularly important for cities. The first is the 
agglomeration of knowledge-intensive activities, predominantly in 
the centre of our largest cities, and to a lesser extent in other 
employment centres. The second is increasing skill levels and 
specialisation of jobs throughout the economy, and therefore 
across our cities. 
Knowledge-intensive activities are only a small proportion of all 
jobs in our cities, but as we will see, they are particularly important 
for national prosperity. In this case, what is good for the centres of 
our cities is good for the country as a whole. 
While city centres have the biggest concentrations of jobs, most 
residents of Australia‟s major cities do not work in the CBD. The 
majority of jobs are dispersed throughout the metropolitan area, 
including in secondary employment hubs that often form around 
sites like airports, universities and major hospitals.  
Regardless of where people work however, the effective 
functioning of the labour market is important for both employers 
and employees. 
2.1 The rise of knowledge-intensive activities 
Shifts in national economies are often described as trends in 
individual sectors. The most prominent is the decline in 
manufacturing and the rise of services in „post-industrial‟ 
advanced economies. National Accounts reflect this tendency by 
categorising economic activity by sector. But classifications of 
businesses into agriculture, manufacturing and so on mask the 
composition of the activities within them. Economists increasingly 
argue that one of the most significant long-term shifts in advanced 
economies is towards knowledge-intensive activities. These take 
place across all sectors of the economy (see Box 1). 
Knowledge-intensive activities provide “largely customised, 
problem solving services… which require application of significant 
intellectual effort or capital”.4 Carrying out these roles are the 
people described by Nobel Laureate Robert Lucas Jr. as an 
emerging “idea generating and problem solving class”.5  
This is about more than just higher-qualified individuals, however. 
On average, larger firms are significantly more productive than 
smaller firms.6 Such firms achieve not only economies of scale 
and scope, but can also combine different capabilities to make 
more complex products and services.  
This is because an important characteristic of productive (or 
applied) knowledge is that it involves not only individuals, but also 
interactions between them in businesses and networks. These   
interactions give rise to the kind of learning that leads to higher 
productivity. 
                                            
4
 Spiller (2009) 
5
 Lucas (2009) 
6
 Acs, et al. (1999), Selden (1999),  Snodgrass and Biggs (1995) 
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 Box 1: Measuring knowledge-intensive activities  
Various attempts have been made to measure knowledge-
intensity at an economy-wide level. Educational attainment 
remains the most common measure, despite the severe limitation 
that it does not measure the application of knowledge, or 
interactions between people, businesses or networks. 
Meanwhile, skills intensity (measured by workforce qualifications) 
and information technology capital intensity (measured by capital 
investment) have been rising in all industries in the EU, the US 
and Japan.7 Beyond skills and ICT intensity, R&D investment and 
patenting activity are widely used as measures of knowledge 
intensity. 
More recently, „productive knowledge‟ has been viewed in terms 
of a set of capabilities.8 The OECD, the UK‟s Nesta and the 
Commonwealth Government of Australia have all adopted this 
approach.9 This wider range of capabilities goes beyond 
educational attainment to more closely align with the actual 
activities of organisations and societies. 
Since data does not exist for knowledge-intensive activities as a 
category, they can be hard to measure as a part of the economy. 
One gauge of shifting economic activity is the change in the work 
people do as measured by occupation. Figure 1 shows much 
                                            
7
 Jorgenson and Timmer (2011) 
8
 Bahar, et al. (2012)  
9
 See OECD (2012), Department of Industry (2012) Nesta (2012). Nesta, 
formerly the National Endowment for Science, Technology and the Arts, is now 
an independent charity that works to increase the innovation capacity of the UK. 
higher growth in high-skilled compared to low-skilled occupations 
over the last 15 years. 
Figure 1: Cumulative growth in employment by occupation (1997-
2012) 
 
Source: ABS 6310.0, 6401.0, 6310.0 1220.0 
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Knowledge-intensive activities are a particularly large part of the 
value chain. A compelling example is the story of the design and 
production of the Apple iPhone. Although American workers are 
involved only in the initial, knowledge-intensive, innovative phase, 
the “majority of the iPhone‟s value came from the original idea, its 
unique engineering, and its beautiful industrial design” 10: 
Apple engineers in Cupertino, California conceived and 
designed the iPhone. This is the only phase of the production 
process that takes place entirely in the United States. It 
involves product design, software development, product 
management, marketing, and other high-value functions. At 
this stage, labor costs are not the main consideration. Rather, 
the important elements are creativity and ingenuity… The last 
phase of production is the most labor-intensive: workers 
assemble the hardware and prepare it for shipping. This part, 
where the key factor is labor costs, takes place on the outskirts 
of Shenzhen… If you buy an iPhone online, it is shipped 
directly to you from Shenzhen. Incredibly, when it reaches the 
American consumer, only one American worker has physically 
touched the final product: the UPS delivery guy.11 
Closer to home, value chain analysis of Queensland‟s mining 
sector suggests that a large part of the value is generated from 
services sectors, which contain a high proportion of knowledge-
intensive jobs (see Figure 2). 
                                            
10
 Moretti (2012) p. 11 
11
 Ibid. p. 9 
Figure 2: Value chain breakdown of Queensland resource sector  
 
Source:  SGS Economics & Planning (2012) 
Knowledge-intensive activity is highly complementary to 
Australia‟s extensive mining and agriculture sectors. As the 
Australian Treasury states: 
Australia's economic development has seen the benefits of a 
rich natural resource endowment being transformed into a 
diverse economy that is service-oriented yet maintains a core 
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of technologically advanced sectors engaged in agricultural, 
mining and other industrial production.12  
The Reserve Bank of Australia has also found that while the 
resource economy accounted for around 18 per cent of GDP in 
2011-12, more than a third of this contribution to the economy 
came from businesses providing goods and services to the 
resource sector. The business services sector – consisting of 
professional, scientific and technical services; information, media 
and telecommunications; financial and insurance services; rental, 
hiring and real estate services; and administrative and support 
services – was responsible for more than 12 per cent of the GDP 
associated with the resource economy. The contribution of 
knowledge-intensive jobs across all sectors is likely to be even 
greater. 
Knowledge-intensive activities matter. Nobel Laureate Robert 
Lucas Jnr even argues that human capital (in the sense of 
individual, organisational and social learning) is all that is needed 
to drive economic growth in advanced economies.13 We need to 
better understand and measure knowledge-intensive activities. 
The economics of agglomeration 
Firms whose core activities are knowledge-intensive – including 
the headquarters of large firms – tend to locate in close proximity, 
often in the centre of cities. Such clusters are now known as 
„agglomerations‟, but our understanding of the phenomenon 
begins more than a hundred years ago, when economist Alfred 
                                            
12
 Treasury (2011) 
13
 Lucas (1988) Lucas (1990)  
Marshall realised that the economic life of a city was greater than 
the sum of its parts. 
Crucially, Marshall identified the ways in which the benefits of 
agglomeration arise. Two of these, learning and matching, are 
particularly relevant to knowledge-intensive activities.14 
Firstly, he noted that the co-location of similar firms enhanced the 
transfer of skills and innovation among different organisations – a 
process often known today as „knowledge spillovers‟: 
The mysteries of the trade become no mysteries; but are as it 
were in the air, and children learn many of them unconsciously. 
Good work is rightly appreciated, inventions and improvements 
in machinery, in processes and the general organization of the 
business have their merits promptly discussed: if one man 
starts a new idea, it is taken up by others and combined with 
suggestions of their own; and thus it becomes the source of 
further new ideas.15 
This is why knowledge-intensive activities rely heavily on face-to- 
face communication in order to generate ideas (see Box 2). 
  
                                            
14
 These, along with „sharing‟, are discussed by Duranton and Puga (2004). 
15
 Marshall (1890) IV, X, 3 
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Box 2: Face-to-face communication   
It might be assumed that the importance of agglomeration 
benefits would have diminished since Alfred Marshall‟s day, given 
the rise of sophisticated communications technologies and the 
supposed „death of distance‟.  
In an ever-more networked society, much of the work carried out 
in city offices could in theory be done just as easily from an outer 
suburban office or even a private home. Counter-intuitively 
however, proximity seems to be even more important in 
knowledge-intensive, serviced-oriented economies than it is in 
economies based on heavy industry and manufacturing.  
Urban economist Edward Glaeser calls this “the central paradox 
of the modern metropolis” – even as the cost of connecting across 
distance falls, so the value of being close to other businesses 
rises.16 One physical manifestation of Glaeser‟s paradox is the 
close clustering of financial firms in the inner city. If there were no 
benefits to agglomeration, such firms might be expected to 
decamp to less expensive premises in a suburban office park. 
New technology such as high-speed broadband will make it easier 
for employees to work more flexibly and telecommute. But 
modern communications technology will never completely replace 
face-to-face discussions as a way to exchange ideas and 
generate new ones. Even if our work-related journey habits 
change in character, we will still need to move about the city and 
gather together in workplaces. 
                                            
16
 Glaeser (2011) p. 6 
Secondly, Marshall noted the advantages of what are now called 
„deep labour markets‟17 – that is, of a large number of employers 
and of workers being in close proximity to one another: 
Employers are apt to resort to any place where they are likely 
to find a good choice of workers with the special skill which 
they require; while men seeking employment naturally go to 
places where there are many employers who need such skill 
as theirs and where therefore it is likely to find a good market.18 
Deep labour markets benefit both workers and employers by 
creating “a constant market for skill”19. If one enterprise fails, a 
worker has a good chance of finding an alternative job nearby. 
Equally, if an employer loses staff, or wants to expand production, 
a deep labour market makes successful recruiting easier.  
Perhaps even more importantly for productivity, deep labour 
markets improve the chances of optimising the match between 
workers and jobs in terms of skills and tasks. The better the 
match, the higher the productivity of an enterprise will be. As a 
result, deep labour markets encourage workers to invest in 
upgrading their skills because they can be more confident of 
finding an employer who fully values their enhanced capabilities 
when they change jobs.20 Deep labour markets thereby increase 
the overall stock of human capital. 
                                            
17
 Also referred to in economic s literature as „thick labour markets‟ 
18
 Marshall (1890)  IV.X.9 
19
 Ibid. 
20
 Moretti (2011) p. 1287 
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Since Marshall‟s time, ideas about agglomeration have been 
refined and developed by other economists, but his core insights 
remain influential.  
For example, analysis of new data from the US Cluster Mapping 
Project finds that:  
 industries in strong clusters have higher jobs and wages 
growth, and higher start-up rates and patenting rates. 
 industry performance is enhanced by strong, related clusters 
in the same region, and by the presence of similar clusters in 
adjacent regions. 
 new industries are more likely to emerge near strong clusters, 
and in industries with links to existing strengths.21 
Increasing levels of specialisation make learning and matching 
even more important. When specialisation is a broader trend 
across advanced economies (see page 14), in which knowledge-
intensive products and services are jointly developed by a number 
of highly specialised firms, it makes sense that these firms locate 
close to each other to reduce coordination costs.22   
Maximising the productivity of knowledge-intensive firms 
To maximise their productivity, knowledge-intensive firms need 
access to a skilled workforce, deep labour pools, and a rich 
surrounding „ecosystem‟ from which to learn.  
                                            
21
 Delgado, et al. (2012) 
22
 Becker and Murphy (1992) 
Since many roles in knowledge-intensive firms are filled by highly 
qualified individuals, these employers need access to a skilled 
workforce (whether of locally educated workers, or as a result of 
skilled migration). 
Empirical studies have established links between deep labour 
markets and productivity through allowing greater specialisation, 
improving the fit of workers with organisations, lowering the cost 
of searching for a job and reducing labour market churn.23 
Finally, firms require a rich surrounding ecosystem from which to 
learn.24 To benefit from networks of other productive and well-
connected people and businesses, knowledge-intensive activities 
cluster in inner cities rich in skilled workers and leading firms.  
That is why encouraging high-skilled firms to locate outside a 
major agglomeration hub is likely to fail. CBDs in particular will 
therefore have an even more important role in future. Therefore 
one of the most significant barriers to the clustering of firms could 
be the availability of affordable land in the centre of our largest 
cities.25  
  
                                            
23
 Abel and Deitz (2012) 
24
 Moretti (2012) p. 14-15 
25
 This is likely to lead to differing patterns of agglomeration in Sydney (where 
inner city business development options are limited) and in Melbourne (where 
such options are more abundant). 
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Box 3: Why pay CBD rents? 
When the global engineering and consultancy firm SKM needed 
to revamp its ageing and energy-wasting Melbourne office, it 
ended up making the expensive decision to move 850 staff into 
the centre of the city. The old office in the suburb of Armadale 
was only about seven kilometres to the southeast of the CBD, 
was close to a train station and two tram routes, had good access 
to arterial roads and offered ample parking. The new office is on a 
congested street, has no car parks and costs 75 per cent more 
per square metre. So why did SKM move rather than renovate? 
A central location allows the firm to recruit from a deeper talent 
pool. Previously, some skilled workers and top graduates from the 
west or north of Melbourne were put off a job at SKM because of 
the prospect of cross-city travel.  
Clients are far more likely to come to SKM at its new address. 
Most external meetings can be reached with a brief walk or tram 
ride. These short trips in the CBD are much more productive than 
taxi trips from the old suburban HQ. In the rich, supportive 
ecosystem of the CBD, SKM employees say they often bump into 
professionals from other high-knowledge firms, building personal 
networks and sharing knowledge. 
In the city, SKM can coordinate more easily with other firms and 
with government on major projects. Client functions are simpler to 
organise and more successful, and SKM staff are better able to 
take part in the activities of professional organisations. Despite 
the cost, SKM has little doubt that the move made good business 
sense. 
Why agglomeration matters for national prosperity 
Recent economic research has sought to demonstrate empirically 
the benefits of agglomeration in cities. Research in the UK found 
that a 10 per cent increase in the level of agglomeration is 
associated on average with a 1.25 per cent increase in aggregate 
productivity.26 Researchers in Australia have reached similar 
conclusions.27 
More importantly, knowledge-intensive activities matter because 
of their link to trade and to innovation, and therefore to 
productivity growth. 
Australia has a relatively small population, and so does not have 
large markets for many goods without international trade. 
Accessing international markets allows Australian producers to 
benefit from economies of scale. Knowledge-intensive activities 
that cluster typically sell to markets beyond their local region. 
Along with such trade comes significant international competitive 
pressure. The tradable sector must innovate to survive. 
Unsurprisingly, then, the sectors most likely to experience 
productivity growth are those that are traded internationally.  
                                            
26 Graham (2006) p.26. The potential benefits of agglomeration will not be 
applicable to every Australian city. It is likely that small urban centres benefit 
from some level of agglomeration, however these effects are likely to be small. 
As such, our report is likely to be most relevant for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane 
and Perth and it is on these cities that we focus. 
27
 See for example Trubka (2011); SGS Economics and Planning (2012); 
Hensher, et al. (2012) 
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Knowledge-intensive activities also tend to be highly skilled. 
Figure 3 compares the composition of the workforce for high-
growth and low-growth industries. The former employ a more 
skilled and educated workforce, with around 35 per cent of 
employees having a post-school qualification at the bachelor level 
or higher. 
Figure 3: Employees in high-growth industries have higher levels of 
education
28
 
 
Source: ABS Census 2011  
                                            
28
 High growth industries are Mining, Utilities, Health, Professional and scientific, 
Wholesale, Construction, Education, Public sector, Arts and Recreation and 
Finance. Low growth industries are Agriculture, Manufacturing, Other Services, 
Retail, Transport, IT & Media, Hospitality, Real Estate and Administration.  
Finally, knowledge-intensive activities seem to benefit low-skill 
workers, too. Recent US research found that as knowledge-
intensive activities increase in a local economy, so do wages, not 
just for the skilled workers but also for those with limited skills.29  
2.2 The majority of jobs are not in the centres of our cities 
While the CBDs of Australia‟s biggest cities are the most 
concentrated sites of employment, not every firm or every job is or 
should be located close to the centre. Figure 4 shows the 
distribution of jobs by distance from the CBD in Melbourne. This 
spatial pattern of a spread of employment through Australian 
cities is unlikely to change. Many jobs – such as teaching, running 
a medical practice or cutting hair – provide services directly to 
people. Sometimes referred to as „population-serving jobs‟, these 
must be located close to where people live.  
In addition, many firms have much less to gain from 
agglomeration than from access to affordable land – particularly if 
they are likely to be affected by congestion and other downsides 
of agglomeration. The warehousing and distribution industry is an 
example.  
But all these industries, wherever they are in the city, benefit from 
well-functioning labour markets for both higher and lower skill 
employees. This is because of two related trends also evident in 
all advanced economies: increasing skill levels and increasing 
specialisation. 
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Figure 4: Share of jobs by distance from the CBD, Melbourne, 2006 
Source: Davies (2011) using 2006 Census data 
Across advanced economies, the labour force is becoming 
increasingly qualified. In 2002, about 20 per cent of Australia‟s 
population aged 20-64 had a bachelor degree or higher 
qualification. By 2012, this had risen to 28 per cent, a remarkable 
rise over the course of a single decade. The proportion of people 
with no post-school qualifications fell from 47 to 36 per cent over 
the same period. 
One reason for this increase in skills is the related trend of 
increasing specialisation. The productivity gains associated with 
the specialisation of roles, or division of labour, was first 
recognised by Adam Smith in The Wealth of Nations: 
The greatest improvement in the productive powers of labour 
... seem to have been the effects of the divisions of labour. 30 
Today, as in the 18th century, an important influence on the 
degree of specialisation within an economy is the size of firms and 
markets. Small businesses rely on a small number of „jacks-of-all-
trades‟ doing a broad range of tasks. On the other hand, large 
corporations have many employees, often in highly specialised 
roles, who collaborate to focus their combined expertise on 
complex problems. New levels of specialization emerge inevitably 
from our growing technological capabilities and knowledge of the 
world.  
While this broad trend has been evident since the days of Adam 
Smith, the rate of specialisation has accelerated in recent 
decades. Medical practitioners are now differentiated by their 
expertise in a particular type of disease, body part or age group. 
Similarly, engineers might now be chemical, mechanical, 
electrical, materials, biomolecular or many other kinds.  
These trends mean that knowledge and skill are of ever greater 
importance right across the economy and our cities. The efficient 
functioning of labour markets to match skills to jobs and to 
constantly increase workers capabilities is of importance at every 
level of economic activity – in cities and suburbs alike. 
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3. Who lives where in Australian cities
As residents, our daily experience of the city is largely physical. 
Around us we see houses, shops, office blocks, parks, roads and 
railway lines. These and other familiar structures and systems are 
duplicated in maps that we use to orient ourselves and move 
about. Less apparent is the social and demographic structure of 
the city. It is obvious that some suburbs are richer than others or 
that the CBD has a lot of office jobs, but it is harder to get a sense 
of who lives where by income or educational qualifications.  
To better understand the shape of Australia‟s four largest cities 
the Grattan Institute has generated maps, charts and diagrams 
that illustrate the distribution of income, house prices, employment 
and education. To observe change over time, we have drawn on 
ABS data from the five Censuses between 1991 and 2011. A full 
set of maps for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth is 
available in supplementary materials on Grattan‟s website.  
In this chapter we use individual maps and charts to illustrate the 
overall picture, identify emerging trends and differences between 
cities. The chapter does not draw causal links or make 
judgements – it simply documents who lives where. Many more 
things could be mapped. Health maps might show the distribution 
of risk factors such as smoking or chronic diseases like type 2 
diabetes. But because this report focuses on the economic 
performance of cities, it uses the economic indicators of income 
levels, house prices, qualifications, employment participation and 
access to jobs.  
Box 4: Reading the maps 
Maps of each city are restricted to the relevant Urban Centre 
Zone as defined by the Australian Bureau of Statistics. This 
captures built-up suburbs where residents actually live and avoids 
diluting the maps with large, sparsely populated areas (such as 
agricultural zones, planned growth areas or national parks). 
To provide sufficient clarity and detail, the main boxed map is a 
magnified view that takes in as much of each city as possible but 
necessarily excludes some outlying suburbs. A smaller map 
provides context by showing the entire metropolitan area within 
the boundary of the Great Capital City Statistical Area. 
Maps based on census data from 2011 and 2006 are presented at 
a State Suburb (SSC) level. This classification is small enough for 
maps to be sufficiently detailed, yet large enough to generate 
meaningful statistics. The use of suburbs also accords with lived 
experience of the city. Before 2006, SSC-level data was not 
available in all states, so to provide consistency, maps that track 
changes over longer time periods use data at the level of 
Statistical Local Area (SLA). 
Note: Data has been excluded where relevant populations were too small for meaningful 
analysis (generally fewer than 50 relevant people). For more detail on ABS geographical 
classifications see: Pink (2011a) and Pink (2011b) 
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Some charts in this chapter analyse data in relation to distance 
from the city centre. Since city centres have the highest 
concentrations of jobs in Australian cities, it is relevant to see if 
there is an observable relationship between proximity to the 
centre and chosen indicators such as employment participation or 
house prices. It should be noted, however, that distance in 
kilometres is not an ideal measure of proximity since what matters 
is the time a journey takes, not its length. In the absence of better 
data however, distance is a reasonable proxy for access. 
3.1 Who lives where by income?  
Every city contains people of different means but it is hard to 
compare accurately who earns what. For example, a university 
student on a low declared income may appear „poor‟ in statistical 
terms, even when living at home with affluent parents who provide 
every conceivable comfort. A retiree may have a low annual 
income despite having accumulated extensive assets during a 
long professional career. 
On this basis it can be argued that differences in wealth are a 
more meaningful indication of who has what than differences in 
income – but it is notoriously difficult to get accurate measures of 
wealth in Australia. What is known is that the most important 
component of wealth for most Australians is property. Owner-
occupied housing accounts for almost half the net worth of 
households.31 House prices, discussed later in this chapter, thus 
provide a rough proxy for the distribution of wealth in cities.  
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Analysis in this section is restricted to the distribution of individual 
incomes of people of „prime working age‟ – that is, between 25 
and 65 years old. This ensures a focus on that segment of the 
population more likely to be available for employment, and 
excludes most people who are still engaged in post-school 
education and most retirees. The selection of this cohort is also 
made in the knowledge that 75 per cent of the growth in real 
household income over the past 20 years has come from 
increased earnings in the labour force.32  
The maps show median income by suburb with darker colours 
indicating higher incomes. 33 
The census asks respondents to report income within a range of 
brackets and the top bracket includes all incomes above $104,000 
per annum. This captures a broad range of incomes and makes it 
hard to produce a detailed picture of income distributions at the 
top end. 
Despite this caveat, the maps reveal a consistent pattern of 
polarization in Australia‟s four largest cities. Individuals on higher 
incomes tend to cluster in inner suburbs and in suburbs with 
desirable natural attributes (such as beaches, trees and hills). 
Figure 5 provides a snapshot of income distribution in Sydney at 
the 2011 Census. Individuals with incomes above $70,000 are 
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33
 Income is measured by place of usual residence, based on the total personal 
income (INCP) field in the census, which measures pre-tax income on a weekly 
basis, including government transfers like family tax benefit or rent assistance 
and non-wage income (like interest and dividends). We have annualised by 
multiplying by 52.  
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clustered around the inner suburbs. Beachside suburbs and Hills 
District suburbs (to the northwest) also tend to have higher 
median incomes (above $60,000), while median incomes tend to 
be much lower (below $40,000) in suburbs to the west and 
southwest. 
Figure 5: Median individual income by suburb, Sydney 2011 
 
Figure 6 reveals a similar pattern for Perth: suburbs with high 
median incomes are close to the centre of the city or the beach, 
while incomes are lower in more distant suburbs, particularly 
those located away from the coast.  
Figure 6: Median individual incomes by suburb, Perth, 2011  
 
The clustering of higher incomes in inner suburbs (and in those 
with desirable natural features) is also evident in Melbourne and 
Brisbane. Figure 7 shows the inverse relationship between 
income and distance from the CBD in Brisbane: as distance from 
the CBD increases, median incomes decline.  
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Figure 7: Median income of individuals working full time by 
distance from CBD, Brisbane, 2011 
 
An important question is whether the geographical distribution of 
income has become more polarized over time. To check whether 
this is the case, income data for Australia‟s four biggest cities was 
gathered from four census periods (from 1996 to 2011).34 
Changes over time were then analysed at the level of Statistical 
Local Area to see if income had grown at different rates in 
different parts of the city. Specifically, did incomes grow faster 
closer to the central cores of Australian cities than in suburbs 
                                            
34
 It was not possible to include the 1991 or earlier censuses because the data 
was not readily available at SLA level. 
more distant from the CBD?35 Figure 8 maps the change in 
median incomes between 1996 and 2011 in Melbourne.  
Figure 8: Average annual growth in median income by SLA, 
Melbourne 1996-2011
 
It shows that incomes generally did rise faster in suburbs closer to 
the city centre than in suburbs further away.36  A similar picture 
emerges in Sydney and Brisbane, and the pattern is also evident, 
                                            
35
 To provide consistency across time periods, data was analysed at the level of 
the Statistical Local Area (SLA) rather than suburb level.  
36
 It should be noted that CBD itself does not share in the high rate of income 
growth in all cities. Income in the innermost suburbs also grew more slowly than 
suburbs slightly further out 
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if less pronounced, in Perth.37 (See supplementary maps of 
individual cities on the Grattan Institute website38 for more detail.) 
3.2 How are house prices distributed?   
The previous section showed that high-income individuals are 
increasingly clustered in suburbs close to the central business 
districts of Australia‟s major cities – a pattern that has become 
more pronounced over time as incomes have generally risen 
faster closer to the centre of cities. Similar trends are evident in 
the distribution of property prices.  
The premium placed on proximity to the city centre is evident in 
steep house price gradients in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and 
Perth as documented by researchers at the Reserve Bank of 
Australia. The closer to the CBD, the more valuable the property –
 see Figure 9. 39   
 
Over recent decades this relationship has strengthened, with 
average annual growth in house prices about two per cent higher 
in inner suburbs (within five kilometres of the CBD) than on city 
fringes.40  
Given that housing represents a substantial share of household 
wealth, this suggests that, by virtue of where they live, inner city 
homeowners have been able to build wealth more quickly than 
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 Perth showed strong income growth throughout the entire metropolitan region, 
perhaps as a result of the resources boom. Nevertheless, there was still 
evidence that income growth was higher close to the city centre. 
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 http://grattan.edu.au/ 
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 Kulish, et al. (2011) 
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 Richards (2008) 
homeowners in the outer suburbs and those unable to afford to 
buy a house at all. 
Figure 9: Median house price gradients for Australian cities 
 
Source: Kulish et al. (2011) p.20 
It also means that, over time, home buyers on average incomes 
have had little option but to enter the housing market at points 
increasingly distant from the CBD, with reduced prospects of 
moving closer in subsequent years. Using data from the ABS and 
the Victorian Valuer General, SGS Economics and Planning 
calculates that in 1994-95 a Melbourne household on a median 
income could afford to spend $170,000 on a house. At the time, 
this was enough to buy a house in about three quarters of the 
House prices 2009-10 ($‟000)  
Distance from CBD (km)
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city‟s suburbs, including those about 10 kilometres from the CBD. 
In 2009-10, the equivalent household could afford to spend 
$382,000 – but houses were available at that price point in fewer 
than a quarter of Melbourne‟s suburbs. Most were 35 kilometres 
or more from the city centre.41 
 
3.3 Who lives where by education qualification? 
Over the past two decades, Australians have become much better 
qualified. The proportion of people aged 15 to 64 with a post-
school qualification rose from 42 per cent in 1998 to 59 per cent in 
2012, while the share of the population who had not completed 
any formal study or training after leaving high school fell from 53 
to 41 per cent. Attainment of university qualifications – the share 
of the population with a bachelor degree or higher – rose from 14 
to 25 per cent over the same period. 
Of all the maps in this report, the maps of educational attainment 
show the clearest patterns of geographical concentration in inner 
and outer suburban areas. 
Figure 10 shows how residents with university qualifications 
cluster in suburbs close to the centre of Brisbane.  
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 SGS Economics & Planning (2011) Prices are expressed in the dollar values 
of the relevant year. 
Figure 10: Percentage of individuals with a university degree, 
Brisbane, 2011
 
A map of vocational qualifications42 reveals an almost inverse 
picture (Figure 11). The suburbs with the highest concentrations 
(above 40 per cent) of residents with qualifications at certificate 
and diploma level are located towards the edge of the 
metropolitan area, while suburbs with the lowest levels of 
vocational qualifications (below 20 per cent) cluster in the centre. 
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 A vocational education and training qualification such as a certificate or a 
diploma, usually from a TAFE college or private education provider other than an 
a university. 
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Figure 11: Percentage of individuals with vocational qualifications, 
Brisbane, 2011 
 
These patterns are replicated in the other three cities under 
analysis. 
Clustering is again evident among the population with no post-
school qualifications. In this case however, the relationship to 
distance from the centre of the city is less clear cut. On the one 
hand, there are no inner suburbs in any of Australia‟s four biggest 
cities where the proportion of residents with no post-school 
qualifications rises above 70 per cent. 
On the other hand, the highest concentrations of residents who 
have completed no formal study beyond secondary school are not 
located at the edge of the metropolitan area, but rather in outer 
suburbs that are one ring closer in. 43 In Sydney for example, 
these suburbs are in the southwest of the metropolitan area 
(Figure 12). 
Figure 12: Percentage of individuals with no post-school 
qualifications, Sydney, 2011 
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 As documented later in this chapter, there is a strong overlap between the 
maps showing areas where more than 70 per cent of residents have not 
completed any formal education or training beyond school and those showing 
concentrations of low-levels of participation in the labour force 
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So are Australian cities becoming more or less polarised with 
respect to educational qualifications? There is, for example, a gap 
between inner and outer suburbs in the proportion of residents 
with university degrees. Has this gap got larger or smaller over 
time?  
Figure 13: Share of residents with a university degree by distance 
from the city centre, Brisbane, 1996-2011 
 
Figure 13 shows that while there has been strong growth in the 
proportion of residents with university qualifications in all parts of 
the Brisbane, the attainment gap has actually widened between 
inner and outer areas. The data varies between cities but all show 
a sustained gap between inner and outer areas in the share of 
residents with a university degree.44 
Figure 14: Share of residents with a vocational qualification by 
distance from the city centre, Brisbane, 1996-2011 
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 Sydney, however, shows a slightly different pattern in that growth in university 
attainment has been weakest amongst residents living in the ring 20-30km from 
the city centre and much stronger amongst residents located 30-40km from the 
CBD.  
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Shift the focus to the change in the proportion of residents with a 
vocational qualification (Figure 14) and the reverse trend 
emerges: growth in the proportion of residents completing a 
vocational education or training course is stronger in areas more 
distant from the centre of Brisbane. Again, a similar relationship is 
observed in Melbourne, Perth and Sydney. 
By contrast, there is no obvious spatial component to the drop in 
the proportion of residents who have no qualifications beyond 
high school. A substantial decline in the proportion of these 
residents is evident between 1996 and 2011 in all areas of all four 
cities, with no discernible differences in terms of distance from the 
CBD. 
There is however a strong correlation between levels of 
„disconnected youth‟ and levels of adult educational attainment. 
The term “disconnected youth” refers to young adults (aged 17-
24) who are not in employment, education or training (sometimes 
described as „neither earning nor learning‟).  
As Figure 15 shows, the higher the proportion of post-school 
qualifications held by residents aged 25 to 65 in a Brisbane 
suburb, the lower the levels of disconnection. Conversely, the 
lower the level of adult educational attainment in a suburb, the 
higher the proportion of youth who fall outside both the labour 
market and the education system. Similar charts can be made for 
all of Australia‟s major cities.  
 
 
Figure 15: Relationship between disconnected youth and 
adult education levels, Brisbane, 2011 
 
3.4 Working – and getting to work 
Data from the 2011 census were used to map participation rates 
in Australia‟s four largest cities for adults of prime working age (25 
to 65).  
In contrast to the distinct geographical patterns that emerge in 
relation to incomes, house prices and post-school educational 
qualifications, the spatial distribution of workforce participation is 
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more mixed. There is no strong correlation with proximity to the 
city centre: participation rates do not fall away with distance.  
In fact, as is evident in the map of participation in Brisbane Figure 
16), many suburbs on the edge of the metropolitan area have 
participation rates at the top end of the scale: that is, above 80 per 
cent. These match or exceed participation rates in suburbs much 
closer in. 
Figure 16: Labour force participation rates, Brisbane, 2011 
 
 
On the other hand, Brisbane, Sydney and Melbourne all show 
distinct clustering of suburbs with participation rates below 60 per 
cent. While these suburbs are not on the urban fringe, they are 
generally at a significant distance from the centre of the city.  
In Melbourne these suburbs are in the west, north and southeast, 
while in Brisbane and Sydney they are in the west and southwest 
(see Figure 17). 
Clustering is not so apparent in Perth, although there, too, lower 
participation rates are evident only in suburbs that are distant 
(though not the most distant) from the city centre.  
In all cities there is a strong overlap between suburbs with low 
levels of workforce participation and suburbs where a high 
proportion of residents have no formal educational qualifications 
beyond secondary school.  
Taken together with the wide geographic spread of suburbs with 
high participation rates, this suggests that there are other 
determinants of the degree to which individuals are engaged the 
labour market apart from physical location and proximity to jobs. 
(See Chapter 4 for further discussion.) 
Another way to think about the distribution of employment is to 
map relative „access‟ to jobs. By combining transport models with 
job locations, it is possible to map access to jobs from different 
suburbs by different modes of transport.  
This analysis maps access to jobs after a one-way car journey of 
up to 45-minutes or a one-way journey by public transport of up to 
an hour. 
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Figure 17: Labour force participation rates, Sydney, 2011
 
These durations were chosen to represent a „reasonable‟ upper 
limit on commuting times in an Australian context, based on 
current travel patterns. In 2006, the average journey to work for 
full-time employees in Australia‟s four largest cities ranged from 
35 minutes in Sydney to 26 minutes in Perth.45 While on average, 
residents of outer suburbs have longer journey times than 
residents of inner areas the differences are modest. (Inner city 
residents take longer to travel short distances because there is 
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 Wilkins, et al. (2009) 
more congestion and they are more likely to walk, cycle or use 
public transport.)46  
A higher limit was chosen for travel by public transport because 
these journeys generally take longer than trips by private car.. 
Figure 18 is a map of access to jobs in Melbourne by car. It shows 
that across large parts of the metropolitan area (darkest shaded 
areas) it is possible to access more than half of all the jobs in the 
city with a one-way driving time of 45 minutes or a total commute 
of up to 90 minutes per day.  
There is however, a distinct advantage in proximity to the city 
centre and the proportion of jobs that can be accessed falls away 
markedly with distance. In some outer suburban growth areas just 
10 per cent of all Melbourne jobs can be reached within a 45 
minute drive (lightest shaded areas). 
Applying the same travel time approach to work journeys in other 
cities shows that Brisbane has a similar level of access to jobs as 
Melbourne does. Access in Perth is greater: except for a few 
suburbs to the far north, south and east, it is possible to reach 
more than half the jobs in Perth from any point in the greater 
metropolitan area within 45 minutes. But in Australia‟s biggest 
city, Sydney, access is more limited – see Figure 18.47 
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 Note that these comparisons should be seen as indicative, rather than exact, 
since each map is generated using a different, city-specific travel model. 
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Figure 18: Percentage of Melbourne jobs that can be reached in a 
45 minute journey by car 
 
Source: SGS Economics and Planning using Strategic Travel Model supplied by the 
Victorian Department of Transport 
Figure 19: Percentage of Sydney jobs reached in a 45 minute 
journey by car 
 
 Source: SGS Economics and Planning using Strategic Travel Model supplied by the NSW 
Bureau of Transport Statistics 
If work journeys are made by public transport, however, then 
access to jobs is much lower in all four cities and the advantage of 
proximity to the city centre is much more pronounced. In most of 
greater metropolitan Brisbane, fewer than 10 per cent of jobs can 
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be reached in a public transport journey of an hour 48 - see Figure 
20. 
Figure 20: Percentage of Brisbane jobs that can be reached in a 
one hour journey by public transport.  
 
Source: SGS Economics and Planning using Brisbane Strategic Transport Model  
Similar patterns are evident in Perth and Melbourne: good public 
transport access to jobs rapidly diminishes in a radius outwards 
from the inner suburbs.  
                                            
48
 This includes waiting time and time spent getting to and from stops as well as 
„in vehicle‟ time. 
The picture is slightly different in Sydney, however, as a result of 
the city‟s topography (the presence of the Harbour) and the 
influence of other major employment centres outside the CBD, 
such as Chatswood in the north and Parramatta to the west.  The 
impact of rail lines in improving access to jobs is also more 
distinct in Sydney than in other capitals – Figure 21. 
Figure 21: Percentage of Sydney jobs that can be reached in a 60-
minute journey by public transport 
 
Source: SGS Economics and Planning using Strategic Travel Model supplied by the NSW 
Bureau of Transport Statistics 
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4. What are the consequences of these residential patterns?
4.1 Economic consequences 
Productivity 
Much recent economic research shows that bringing firms closer 
together increases productivity.49 Cities and nations, businesses 
and individuals all stand to gain from the economic benefits of 
agglomeration. Deeper labour markets improve job matching and 
enhance skills, which results in higher levels of human capital 
development. Agglomeration also speeds the spread of new 
learning throughout the economy as knowledge spills over from 
firm to firm, and worker to worker. 
A city that is “large but dysfunctional” however, “will not optimise 
its potential for agglomeration economies” because it will 
constrain the ability of people and firms to connect with one 
another in productive ways.50  
Therefore, to take full advantage of the opportunities afforded by 
the shift to knowledge-intensive activities in advanced economies, 
we need to pay attention to our cities‟ “system-level connectivity” 
– their capacity to efficiently bring people, jobs and firms closer 
together. If we fail to do this we will hold back productivity growth 
by restricting both the development and the sharing of knowledge 
and skills.  
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 SGS Economics and Planning (2012) p.19 
As Figures 19 to 21 show, the links between firms, jobs and 
workers in Australia‟s biggest cities are patchy and vary 
dramatically between different areas. 51 
Unsurprisingly, workers who live in the CBD of each city can 
access the highest proportion of jobs in the overall metropolitan 
area within reasonable travelling times.52 A worker who lives in 
the centre of Melbourne can access 90 per cent of jobs in the 
metropolitan area by car within 45 minutes, and 46 per cent of 
jobs within a one-hour journey on public transport. From the 
centre of Sydney a worker can access 53 per cent of all 
metropolitan jobs by either car or public transport. 
In some suburbs, however, workers have access to a far smaller 
proportion of jobs. In parts of Sydney, only 14 per cent of jobs can 
be accessed by car and only 11 per cent by public transport. As 
our maps of access to jobs show, there are sizeable areas of our 
largest cities where less than 10, 20 or 30 per cent of jobs can be 
accessed within reasonable travelling time. At the extreme, there 
are suburbs in Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth where the share of 
jobs that can be accessed within 60 minutes by public transport 
falls below 1 per cent. 
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 See also Supplementary Maps for Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth. 
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 Assumed to be a 45-minute one-way car trip or a one-way 60-minute public 
transport trip at peak time. These durations were chosen to represent a 
reasonable upper limit on commuting times in an Australian context, based on 
current journey to work patterns. 
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Figure 22: Percentage of jobs that can be reached in one hour by 
public transport, Melbourne, 2011 
Source: SGS Economics and Planning using Strategic Travel Model supplied by the 
Victorian Department of Transport 
While they are not the most disadvantaged areas of our cities in 
terms of income and education levels, outer suburbs have much 
poorer access to jobs than inner suburbs. On average, residents 
of outer suburbs also have lower incomes and qualification levels 
than inner urban residents. This makes outer suburban residents 
far more vulnerable in an economic downturn, when they would 
have access to a much lower proportion of available jobs than 
residents elsewhere in the city.  
Considering labour markets from an employer‟s perspective, we 
can ask what proportion of the city‟s labour force an employer can 
draw on from a given location.  
Again, employers in the centre of our cities can generally draw on 
the largest proportion of the labour force, although the proportions 
vary widely by city and transport mode – see Figure 23. 
Figure 23: Proportion of labour force accessible to employers
53
 
 What share of jobs in the 
entire metro area can CBD 
residents reach? 
What share of the entire metro 
labour force can CBD-based 
firms access? 
 By car 
(45 mins) 
By public transport 
(60 mins) 
By car 
(45 mins) 
By public transport  
(60 mins) 
Sydney 53% 53% 23% 37% 
Melbourne 90% 46% 45% 34% 
Brisbane 79% 61% 54% 42% 
Perth 89% 74% 93% 58% 
Source: SGS Economics and Planning 
This is particularly important, as knowledge-intensive firms that 
have most to gain from improved job matching tend to locate in 
city centres. Expanding the labour pool accessible to knowledge-
intensive firms, for both higher and lower skilled roles, would not 
only improve productivity, but would also make opportunities in 
these firms accessible to a broader proportion of the city‟s 
workers. 
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 Note that direct comparison between cities is not possible because data in 
each case is calculated using a city-specific transport model. 
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Outside the CBD, there is also wide variation in other parts of our 
largest cities. There are middle suburbs of Brisbane where firms 
can access 48 per cent of the labour force by car, but only 6 per 
cent by public transport. Similarly, in Melbourne there are suburbs 
that provide access by car to a third or almost a half of the 
metropolitan labour force, but less than 1 per cent by public 
transport. Finally, large parts of Sydney appear to have poor 
connectivity, with many areas providing access to less than a 
quarter of the metropolitan workforce by car or public transport. 
Considering the perspectives of employer and employee together, 
our analysis shows large parts of urban labour markets that are 
very shallow, suggesting that human capital appreciates at a 
much lower rate in some parts of the city. This is a particular 
problem in an increasingly skilled economy. 
Workforce participation 
The patterns of workforce participation revealed in maps in the 
previous chapter show a more mixed picture than the distribution 
of income, qualifications and house prices, all of which are more 
strongly correlated with distance from the city centre. Even so, it is 
clear that the closer residents live to the centre of cities, the 
greater the number and range of jobs that are within easy reach. 
This access to employment is further enhanced by better public 
transport provision in the urban core.  
Yet participation rates in many fringe suburbs with access to 
fewer jobs are just as high as participation rates in the inner city. 
This suggests that ease of access to jobs is not the major factor in 
determining whether or not an individual is active in the labour 
market. 
It is difficult to isolate the specific effects of location on levels of 
workforce participation and the extent to which distance from jobs 
(or difficulty of getting to jobs due to poor transport links) reduces 
engagement with the labour market. It is likely, however, that 
problems of access will compound other barriers to workforce 
participation.  
There may be one group who find it so difficult to access 
employment appropriate to their skills and availability that they 
withdraw from the labour market. Many studies show that one of 
the best ways to generate more economic growth, raise levels of 
household wealth and lift government revenues would be to 
increase female participation in the workforce. In 2012, only 67 
per cent of Australian women aged 15 to 64 were in paid work, 
compared with 78 per cent of men. The female labour 
participation rate in Australia is well below comparable countries 
such as Canada and New Zealand.54 It is estimated that if 
Australian women did as much paid work as women in Canada, 
Australian GDP would be $25 billion higher.55  
The major barriers to increased female participation are financial: 
the interaction of income tax, withdrawal of family payments and 
childcare costs can make it economically unattractive for women 
to re-enter the workforce after having a child. These disincentives 
have a stronger effect on women from lower income households. 
There is also a clear spatial dimension to female workforce 
participation, as can be seen in Figure 24. Suburbs in which 
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female participation falls more than 20 per cent below male 
workforce participation are located in outer suburbs to the west, 
north and southeast of Melbourne. Similar patterns are evident in 
Brisbane, Sydney and Perth. 
Along with the factors outlined above, another factor in explaining 
the gap between male and female labour force participation in 
these suburbs could be “the spatial leash”: 
Women with children are on a tighter ‘spatial leash’ than men, 
especially when their children are young and they want to be 
accessible to them in the event of illness or other needs. 56 
Despite changes in gender relationships over the decades, 
women still do the majority of care work in Australian households 
– be that looking after children or frail older family members. 
These caring roles mean that women are more likely to reduce 
their work hours from full-time to part time or casual and to be 
constrained in how far (or more correctly how long) they can travel 
to a job.57   
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Figure 24: Differences in male and female workforce participation 
by suburb, Melbourne 2011
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4.2 Consequences beyond the economy 
The increasing polarisation of Australian cities – by income, house 
price and qualification level – may also have serious 
consequences beyond the economy. The growth in importance of 
major city centres as generators of knowledge-intensive 
employment and economic output seems to have polarising 
tendencies that could disproportionately affect lower-income 
households. Notably, it is much harder to access opportunities 
from some parts of our cities, there are concerns about the impact 
of increasing concentrations of disadvantage, and concerns about 
the implications of polarisation for broader social cohesion. 
Harder to access opportunities 
While it is hard to isolate the effect of distance on labour market 
participation, residents of outer suburbs often face larger hurdles 
to access opportunities. Inner urban areas generally offer more 
public transport options than outer suburbs. Most suburbs in outer 
Melbourne do not have direct access to the city‟s rail or tram 
networks, leaving buses as the main mode of public transport 
albeit an inadequate one. In outer Melbourne average bus 
headways – the time gap between services – are almost double 
bus headways in inner and middle suburbs.58 
This helps to explain why 57 per cent of the one million adult 
residents in the inner zone of Melbourne‟s public transport system 
(Zone 1) use public transport compared to just 29 per cent of the 
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2.1 million adult residents of the outer zone (Zone 2).59 In inner 
Sydney 40 per cent of all trips are made by car, compared to 81 
per cent in outer southwestern Sydney.60 In Brisbane only 7 per 
cent of travel in outer suburbs is by public transport compared 
with 10 per cent in middle suburbs and 16 per cent in inner 
suburbs.61  
The combination of residential patterns, distance to work and 
other activities, and the highly variable access to public transport 
systems in Australian cities, produces very different levels of car 
ownership in different suburbs. The further from the centre of the 
city, the more cars people own.62 This has important implications 
for household budgets, since transport is the third largest category 
of expenditure, after housing and food. Cars represent by far the 
largest component of travel costs.63 Where public transport use is 
lower, the proportion of household budgets devoted to travel costs 
rises.64 
If outer-suburban residents have to own more cars due to lack of 
other options, this imposes additional costs of up to thousands of 
dollars a year.65 These households are particularly vulnerable to 
increases in petrol prices.66 
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…because they rely on cheap petrol to access employment 
and services. This impact is compounded by the lack of 
alternative modes, such as public transport, walking and 
cycling, and by the wide dispersion of employment and 
services that necessitates long, often circumferential, 
journeys.67 
While car ownership is widespread in Australia, there are groups 
of the population who do not drive, including many young adults, 
older people and people with disabilities. If mobility is based 
primarily on private cars, these people risk being excluded from 
everyday activities that are essential to well being.68 
Disadvantaged areas may increase in number 
In 1995, economists Bob Gregory and Boyd Hunter showed that 
the spatial distribution of employment (expressed as a ratio of 
employment to population) changed dramatically between 1976 
and 1991. In 1976 there was little difference in levels of 
employment between different neighbourhoods. While some 
suburbs were richer than others, this was not driven by 
differences in the proportions of the population who were in jobs.69   
By 1991, the picture was very different. As Figure 25 shows, by 
1991 there was a significant fall in male employment, linked to the 
impact of the early 1990s recession. But the fall was not equally 
distributed across neighbourhoods. Instead of a flat line showing 
similar ratios of employment to population across 
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neighbourhoods, the data now reveals a clear gradient linked to 
socio-economic status.  
Using the same approach to analyse data from 2011 reveals that 
while employment rates have gone back up since 1991, the same 
gradient has, if anything, become more pronounced. 
Figure 25: Male workforce participation by neighbourhood socio-
economic status 1976-2011 
 
Note: Gregory and Hunter use data at the CD (collection district level) for major urban 
areas (population > than 100,000).Grattan used data at the State Suburb (SSC) 
level for 6 cities (Syd, Mel, Bris, Adel, Per, Can) Source: Gregory and Hunter 
(1995) Grattan Institute using ABS data 
  
1976
2011
1991
Employment to population ratio
Neighbourhoods by socio-economic status (deciles)
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A similar pattern is evident for women (Figure 26). While the ratio 
of employment to population has risen overall, the gap between 
suburbs of different socio-economic status is large and shows a 
distinct gradient that has become steeper between 1991 and 
2011.  
Figure 26: Female workforce participation by neighbourhood socio-
economic status 1976-2011 
 
Note: Gregory and Hunter use data at the CD (collection district level) for major urban 
areas (population > than 100,000).Grattan used data at the State Suburb (SSC) 
level for 6 cities (Syd, Mel, Bris, Adel, Per, Can) Source: Gregory and Hunter 
(1995) Grattan Institute using ABS data  
 
There is also evidence that suburbs are becoming increasingly 
homogeneous in terms of the price of houses within them.  
 
In 1976, about a sixth of Melbourne‟s suburbs could be described 
as “mixed price” – that is, having a relatively even number of sales 
across four price brackets (quartiles), from cheapest to most 
expensive70. By 2009, however, only one in 50 of Melbourne‟s 
suburbs were mixed price. 71   
There was a similar decline in the number of “mid-priced” suburbs 
– suburbs where a majority of house sales were in the two middle 
price quartiles. In 1976 about a third of Melbourne suburbs were 
mid-priced. By 2009 the proportion was closer to a fifth.72  
The result is that suburbs now fall into two price categories: 
“higher cost suburbs in the inner and middle suburbs and lower-
cost suburbs on the urban fringe”.73 
Over time, the increasing homogenisation of neighbourhoods will 
tend to increase the number of disadvantaged areas in cities and 
also increase the concentration of wealth in particular suburbs. 
This type of polarisation can have social consequences that are 
often described as „area effects‟ or „neighbourhood effects‟. In 
other words, the immediate social, economic and cultural 
environment can influence the course of local residents lives, in 
part through shaping their outlook and attitudes. For example, a 
young person growing up in an area of entrenched unemployment 
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may come to regard living on government benefits and not 
working as normal. 
The identification of area effects and the extent of their influence 
is a lively topic of debate amongst academics across a range of 
disciplines, but empirical research suggests they can have 
impacts in a range of areas, including:   
 Health: there is research on area effects associated with 
specific diseases as well as more general health outcomes, 
including life expectancy.74  
 Crime: There is evidence that area effects result in higher 
crime rates, youth violence, fear of crime and drug use.75  
 Education: There is evidence that socio-economic 
segregation in schooling leads to worse educational outcomes 
for children from low socio-economic backgrounds and that 
the gap tends to grow with years of schooling. In mixed 
schools, however, students from low socio-economic 
backgrounds perform much better. 76  
Will this polarisation dynamic continue? 
As cities grow larger and more congested and commuting 
distances lengthen, higher-skilled, higher income households 
generally seek to live in more central locations. This “geographical 
sorting” increases the concentration of human capital in inner 
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urban areas, and house prices have increased more rapidly in 
these areas than in the city as a whole. High-skilled, high-income 
people can afford these higher housing costs. Lower income 
people however, risk getting locked out of these locations and 
potentially out of the housing market altogether.  
The situation is exacerbated when housing supply is constrained 
by conservative regulatory practices, such as restrictive zoning.77 
Recent US research has found that housing supply is often rigid in 
cities with highly productive knowledge-intensive economies (such 
as San Francisco and Boston). This is due to the influence that 
affluent residents exert on local zoning and planning regulations, 
or in mounting effective (and expensive) appeals against specific 
development projects in their neighbourhoods. This is also evident 
in Australian cities.78  
If policy settings remain unchanged, our cities will continue to 
polarise, as residents are increasingly sorted into different 
suburbs based on income and qualification levels. 
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5. What could make a difference? 
Government approaches to lifting productivity and increasing 
participation have mostly focussed on regulatory reform, 
workplace relations, changes to the tax system, and improving 
health, education and training. On the whole, these policies have 
not had a spatial dimension. Except for some discussion of the 
impact of urban traffic congestion on commuting times and freight 
movements, little consideration has been given to the relationship 
between productivity, participation and the structure of Australian 
cities.  
To best take advantage of the benefits of agglomeration, CBDs 
will need access to deep labour pools. But residential patterns 
and transport systems mean that CBD employers have access to 
only a small proportion of workers in metropolitan areas (albeit 
that their best access is to more highly qualified residents). 
Workers, particularly in outer areas, only have access to a small 
proportion of jobs across the city. This is a particular risk in a 
downturn. 
Increasing these proportions would involve bringing jobs closer to 
people, bringing people to live closer to jobs, and/or improving the 
transport links between them (which effectively brings people 
closer to jobs in terms of time). We will take each of these 
approaches in turn below. 
If current settings remain unchanged, Australian cities are likely to 
continue to spread outwards, further separating places of 
residence and places of employment. This will discourage the 
growth of deep labour markets, and the productivity benefits they 
bring, by diluting both workers‟ access to jobs and employers‟ 
access to workers. 
5.1 Bringing jobs closer to people 
Outer suburbs have a range of locational advantages, including 
cheaper rents, more available land and lower levels of traffic 
congestion. These factors are important considerations for many 
firms, particularly those in logistics, transport and manufacturing. 
For example, in selecting a site for a large warehouse, cheap land 
and proximity to a freeway entrance are likely to be more 
important than access to a large number of highly skilled workers.  
Businesses will locate in outer suburban areas if the advantages 
outweigh the disadvantages for their industry, and so Government 
support is not generally needed in such cases. There is no public 
benefit in offering subsidies or other incentives to encourage firms 
to make decisions they would have made anyway. 
As well as jobs in these industries, „population-serving‟ jobs such 
as dentists, teachers, and hairdressers, will continue to be needed 
wherever people live. 
In addition to the kind of natural employment growth described 
above, however, there are frequent calls for governments to 
intervene to create new jobs in outer suburban areas.79 Recent 
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efforts to respond have often focused on creating knowledge-
intensive jobs.80  
Yet the evidence that such policies create significant numbers of 
long-term jobs, or are cost effective, is weak. Unfortunately, there 
are few rigorous evaluations of past Australian efforts. Where they 
have occurred, performance is often found to fall short of 
targets.81 There is international evidence that localised job 
attraction schemes do not deliver clear economic benefits.82 
Similarly, it is widely accepted that policies establishing new 
industry clusters from scratch are unlikely to succeed.83  
There is a further – and significant – complication for job creation 
policies targeted at outer suburbs. There is no reason to assume 
new jobs created in these areas will be filled by local workers. 
This is particularly the case for new jobs that require high skilled 
workers, as there are fewer such workers living in outer suburbs.  
In addition, because relocation could reduce agglomeration 
benefits flowing from the co-location of knowledge-intensive jobs, 
policies to shift such jobs to outer suburbs could harm our cities’ 
productivity and employment growth overall.  
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Governments have also been called on to relocate government 
offices and establish higher education facilities in outer suburbs to 
boost local jobs. In some instances, there may be a sound 
business case for doing so, particularly if large amounts of land 
are required. But when there is not a strong business case, 
decentralisation is harder to justify. 
The economic benefits of decentralising higher education are not 
clear. Australia‟s existing regional university network is costly, 
requiring regional loadings to compensate for the higher costs of 
teaching and reduced economies of scale.  
The benefits of government office relocations are also unclear. In 
particular, relocations may have a relatively small impact on the 
proportion of workers in outer suburbs who are employed locally. 
First, existing workers are often encouraged to relocate along with 
their office to ensure business continuity.84 Second, as noted 
above, there is no guarantee that local workers will fill any new 
vacancies, particularly if new jobs are highly skilled and/or 
specialised.  
While government intervention to shift high skilled jobs to the 
outer suburbs will also increase the number of local service sector 
jobs that are available, the effect on the economy as a whole is 
less clear. The multiplier effect works in both directions – new jobs 
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created in one area must be weighed up against the resultant loss 
of similar jobs elsewhere.85  
Clearly, governments have a critical role in facilitating economic 
activity in outer suburbs. Decisions on infrastructure investment, 
transport links and workforce skills, for example, will affect jobs in 
these suburbs just as they do across cities. Furthermore, 
governments should ensure that barriers to creating new jobs are 
minimised where possible. However, specific attempts to “move 
jobs” to outer suburbs are likely to be unsuccessful and/or very 
expensive. 
5.2 Enabling people to live closer to jobs 
As discussed in section 3.2 above, there are steep house price 
gradients in all of Australia‟s four largest cities. This leads to a 
process of „neighbourhood sorting‟, in which wealthier households 
predominate in inner urban locations with better access to public 
transport and jobs.  
High prices in inner and middle suburbs ensure that many 
households cannot move closer to the centre of the city even if 
they want to. 
A range of difficulties exacerbates the situation. Relative to what 
people want, not enough housing is being built in established 
areas; not enough diversity of housing type is being built; and 
resistance to change in existing suburbs, combined with restrictive 
planning practices, is combining to deny workers access to the 
best housing opportunities (see below).  
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Previous Grattan Institute research  for the report The housing 
we’d choose uncovered a mismatch in Sydney and Melbourne 
between people‟s housing preferences, the housing stock, and 
the housing being built (Figure 27).86 The shortage (relative to 
what people want) consists of non-detached housing in inner and 
middle suburbs.  
Figure 27 – Comparison of preferences, stock and supply 
 
We also demonstrated that developers and builders face strong 
disincentives to address such shortages (which helps to explain 
why they exist in the first place). Changing the incentives builders 
and developers face to provide much more of this housing would 
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not only be good for the functioning of urban labour markets, it 
would also give people more of the housing they already say that 
they want. 
The Grattan Institute report Getting the housing we want identified 
ways of breaking the deadlock by taking the interests of both 
residents and developers into account. 87  These solutions include 
setting up opt-in Neighbourhood Development Corporations, 
establishing a small-scale Redevelopment Housing Code, and 
enabling a step change in the level of innovation in medium-
density construction. 
Change in this field is difficult, yet genuinely engaging residents in 
the decisions about their neighbourhoods is critical to success as 
documented in the Grattan report Cities: who decides?.88 Also, 
increasing the diversity and quantity of dwellings in existing 
neighbourhoods need not equate to building high-rise towers as 
some residents fear. High-quality developments that increase the 
range of housing options on offer might include terraces, 
townhouses or two-storey apartment buildings.  
Finally, broader planning settings must not be an impediment to 
the further development of inner and middle areas of our major 
cities. In particular, conservative zoning would lock down 
established areas, to the detriment of future (and current) 
residents, as well as the economy.89 
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5.3 Improving transport links between people and jobs 
Transport connectivity is important in supporting both high-
productivity agglomerations and labour market participation more 
generally:  
Transport improvements can expand labour market 
catchments, improve job matching, and facilitate business to 
business interactions. Transport’s contributions to such effects 
is most significant within large, high-productivity urban areas 
[of the UK]…  [Transport also improves] the functioning of 
labour markets, increasing labour market flexibility and the 
accessibility of jobs. Transport can facilitate geographic and 
employment mobility in response to shifting economic activity 
e.g. in response to the forces of globalisation, new 
technological opportunities, and rising part-time and female 
participation in the labour market.90  
For several decades after World War Two, cars provided a huge 
boost to mobility, and at the same time helped to underpin 
productivity gains.91 When petrol was cheaper and road space 
less congested, speed of travel compensated for distance and 
increased people‟s access to a wide range of jobs across the  
metropolitan area.  
Cars continue to be the mainstay of the urban transport system, 
particularly in outer suburban areas. When houses, jobs and 
services are dispersed, cars enable greater distances to be 
covered more quickly, and provide enormous flexibility. Cars also 
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enable the journey to work to be combined with other tasks such 
as shopping or collecting children from school or child care. 
Yet there are emerging constraints on the capacity of cars to  
provide the same level of connectivity as in the past. Congestion 
costs are rising. The „avoidable‟ cost of congestion in Australia‟s 
capital cities was estimated at $9.4 billion in 2005, and projected 
to escalate to more than $20 billion by 2020.92 While there is not 
yet evidence of a dramatic increase in individual commuting 
times, both morning and evening traffic peaks are getting longer.93 
Demand for passenger transport is expected to rise in line with 
population growth in coming decades, and demand for freight 
transport is expected to increase much faster (at average rates of 
3.5 per cent a year until at least 2030).94 Unless congestion is 
managed effectively, this will add significantly to business costs.  
The challenge cannot be met solely by building more roads, 
though they will no doubt be needed. With new roads people drive 
more, and increased capacity is quickly absorbed.95 
Reliance on cars to reach jobs in city centres is particularly 
problematic, given the impossibility of channeling ever increasing 
numbers of vehicles through a fixed number of entry points and 
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the need to accommodate those cars during the day. Because a 
parked car occupies about the same amount of space as a 
standard office work cubicle, driving to work “essentially doubles 
the amount of space that someone needs on the job”.96 This 
space is not available for other more productive uses.97  
In Australia‟s biggest cities, public transport services are also 
operating at full or near-full capacity during peak periods, 
particularly on routes into city centres.  
For example, in Sydney track capacity has been reached on 
several rail lines during morning and evening peaks, and there is 
significant crowding on most peak services. A shortage of station 
capacity in the central city contributes to the bottleneck in the 
CBD.98 Congestion slows down many bus services, leading to 
longer and less predictable travel times, especially along major 
routes into the city such as Parramatta Road and the Harbour 
Bridge.99 
Brisbane‟s inner city rail network is expected to reach capacity in 
2016. Detailed analysis shows that four new tracks in two new 
corridors will be needed to handle passenger growth in the 
decade after that.100 Meanwhile, Melbourne‟s major tram routes 
and a number of peak-hour bus services are regularly 
overcrowded, affecting the reliability and speed of services, and 
preventing some commuters from boarding vehicles.101 The 
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number of Melbourne trains reporting „load breaches‟ (when 
passenger numbers are at or above capacity) has risen steadily 
since 2005.102 
Connectivity is crucial to efficient labour market functioning and 
will increase in importance as the economy becomes more 
knowledge intensive. Yet we rarely evaluate our transport system 
on the basis of the proportion of jobs, or type of jobs, it enables 
people to reach from different locations. Rather than accessibility 
and connectivity, the focus is generally on mobility, and in 
particular, speed (reduced travel times).103 
Yet as the maps in this report show, many outer suburban 
locations in Australia‟s four biggest cities provide access to less 
than 20 per cent of available metropolitan jobs within a 45-minute 
car journey. If the trip is made by public transport, access is far 
more limited. 
It is not possible to identify an optimal percentage of jobs that 
should be accessible to create efficient labour markets. Yet given 
the direction of the economy, improving connectivity – across 
cities as well as to the centre – will be essential to productivity 
growth.  
Improving the capacity of the urban transport system to connect 
people and jobs will require different solutions in different places. 
Yet some general recommendations can be made. 
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Firstly, in order to address traffic congestion, it is not enough to 
rely solely on building new roads without also paying attention to 
managing the demand for road space. A more efficient use of 
road space could be achieved by introducing a pricing system 
such as road user charges, congestion charges or time-of-day 
tolling, as the Henry Review into Australia‟s Future Tax System 
recommended.104  
By making the collective costs of driving more apparent at the 
time of travel, road pricing would also encourage us to think 
differently about cars. The spread of the internet and wireless 
technology – particularly smart phones – has already enabled the 
development of car-share schemes, real-time ride pooling and 
peer-to-peer car rentals. This is challenging the established view 
of the car as something owned and mostly driven by just one 
person, which sits idle when that driver is not behind the wheel.105  
A system of road user charging would also go some way towards 
raising the revenue needed to increase the capacity of public 
transport, extend its reach and improve its efficiency and 
connectivity throughout our cities. While expansions of the heavy 
rail network require very large up front investments and take a 
long time to be completed, buses can be deployed more quickly at 
lower cost. Yet a bus will only travel as fast as the traffic around it, 
unless it is allocated separate road space through priority lanes 
and priority signaling. The financial implications of allocating 
buses greater priority on city roads are minimal – although, as 
with road user charging, such measures will require governments 
to spend political capital.  
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In the United States, the cities that offer residents the best public 
transport coverage and provide the best links between people and 
jobs are not just cities with well developed, rail-based transit 
systems like New York and Washington. Other cities, like Las 
Vegas and Salt Lake City also score well in this regard, while 
relying much more heavily on buses to carry the majority of 
passengers.106  
This supports the argument that in terms of providing extensive 
coverage and good links between people and jobs, the 
organisation, operation and networking of public transport 
systems is just as important as the type of transport.107 
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6. Conclusion 
This report describes the forces that are shaping advanced 
economies such as Australia‟s. It documents the challenges, 
threats and opportunities to which they give rise. 
Australia‟s prosperity in a competitive world increasingly depends 
on knowledge and skill. The firms that will drive growth and trade 
are firms that engage in high levels of knowledge-intensive 
activity. The productivity of these firms rises when they are close 
to one another, and have access to deep labour markets. 
This has huge implications for Australia‟s cities. High-value, high-
knowledge, export-oriented businesses will tend to locate together 
in areas that are well connected by the transport system and the 
housing market to an appropriately skilled workforce. 
Attempts to create high-knowledge jobs in the outer suburbs by 
enticing these firms to re-locate there are likely to fail. Instead, 
policy-makers must ensure that transport and housing markets 
improve access to the deep labour pools these firms need. 
In most cities, nowhere near enough housing is being built where 
it is needed and where people want it. As a result, more people 
will struggle to live close to the richest job opportunities. 
Employers will have a shallower labour pool on which to draw. 
While knowledge-intensive activities may be more concentrated in 
particular industries and in particular areas, they are not confined 
to one sector or to one part of the city. Knowledge and skills are of 
growing importance throughout the economy and the city. 
This means that deep labour markets and connections between 
firms matter everywhere. With better job matching comes further 
skills acquisition, increasing the human capital of firms and 
workers. Well-connected firms, jobs and people speed the 
transfer of knowledge and skills. Yet in significant parts of 
Australia‟s four biggest cities, shallow labour markets and 
increasingly congested transport systems are holding back 
productivity by making it harder to get the best match between the 
skills of a worker and the demands of a job.  
Because of our comparatively high education levels, and because 
the vast majority of Australia‟s population lives in cities, we are 
well-placed to reap the benefits of the increasingly knowledge-
intensive, global economy. This report shows, however, that the 
nation will only take full advantage of these benefits if our cities do 
a much better job of connecting people, jobs and firms. 
Increasing polarisation brings challenges beyond the economy. 
The increasing homogenisation of suburbs risks creating more 
concentrated areas of both disadvantage and wealth, which could 
weaken social cohesion. 
This report outlines measures that would make our cities more 
productive while making opportunities more accessible to more 
residents. A changing economy requires us to think differently 
about productivity growth, and we have a lot more to learn. This 
report aims to be a starting point on that journey. 
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Box 5: Summary of recommendations – better connecting 
people, jobs and firms:    
1. Increase the supply and diversity of housing in existing 
suburbs, by: 
- addressing the disincentives developers face in building in 
established areas 
- ensuring that established suburbs are not “locked down” by 
restrictive zoning and planning rules. 
- engaging residents in decisions affecting their neighbourhoods 
2. Increase the capacity of city transport systems, by:   
- facing up to the challenges of road use charging 
- using the revenue from road pricing to expand public transport, 
particularly buses. 
These are not either/or options – both need to happen to keep 
Australia prosperous, and to ensure that Australia‟s cities 
distribute opportunities to all their residents. 
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7. Appendix 1: Questions for further 
research  
We still have much to learn about the spatial implications of who 
lives where in Australia‟s largest cities, both in relation to the 
economy and to access to opportunity. Below are some initial 
suggested questions for further research. 
 How should knowledge-intensive activity be measured? 
Traditional measurements of economic activity focus on the 
contribution of industry sectors. However, it is becoming 
clearer that the type of activity within sectors is more relevant 
to understanding how value is produced.  
 Where is agglomeration occurring and where are new firms 
being created in our cities, and why? 
 What increases in GDP might be achieved from increasing 
agglomeration benefits by better connecting people and jobs? 
 Which types of jobs are the most and least accessible, and to 
whom? Who is most cut off from opportunities? Which 
employers face the biggest difficulties in accessing deep 
labour pools? 
 How large are the returns to improved job matching for firms 
and individuals? What kinds of jobs benefit most from 
improving job matching?  
 How can jobs growth in suburban areas be encouraged? 
Suburban areas are advantageous locations for many firms, 
and „population-serving‟ jobs are needed wherever people 
live. How can barriers to such jobs growth be minimised? 
 How can transport systems in each city be improved to better 
connect people and jobs? 
 What affect do negative gearing, stamp duty, and other tax 
policies affecting the housing market have on who lives 
where? For example, if stamp duty were replaced with a land 
tax, would this reduce the residential polarisation we see in 
our cities? What other effects would there be? 
 What is the cost-effectiveness of improving the functioning of 
our cities compared with other policies designed to improve 
productivity, for example, further growth in post-school 
education? 
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